Abstract-In this paper we are using intuitionistic fuzzy approach to minimize search domain in an accidental case where the data collected for investigation is intuitionistic fuzzy in nature. To handle these types of imprecise information we use intuitionistic fuzzy tolerance relation and translate intuitionistic fuzzy query to reach to the conclusion. Here we present an example of vehicle hit and run case where the accused had fled the accident spot within seconds leaving no clue behind.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fuzzy database utilizes the fuzzy logic, where fuzzy relational schemas are used to represent imprecise data. But in some application fuzzy sets are found unsatisfactory in capturing the information that includes some hesitation degree. So to deal with such application Intuitionistic fuzzy sets are used. Intuitionistic fuzzy set theory (IFS) is a significant generalization of fuzzy set. It was introduced by Krassimir Atanassov [1] [2] [3] [4] in year 1983. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets can be useful in situations when description of a problem by a (fuzzy) linguistic variable, given in terms of a membership function only, seems insufficient to give best result. For example, in decision making problems, particularly in the case of medical diagnosis, sales analysis, new product marketing, financial services, etc. [5] [6] there is a fair chance of the existence of a non-null hesitation part at each moment of evaluation of an unknown object.
When the data become intuitionistic fuzzy in nature we need Intuitionistic Fuzzy Databases (IFDB) as the fuzzy database is not appropriate for handling intuitionistic fuzzy data. IFDB was introduced by Biswas, De. and Roy [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
II. BACKGROUND DETAILS Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), developed by Atanassov is a powerful tool to deal with vagueness. A prominent characteristic of IFS is that it assigns to each element a membership degree and a non-membership degree, and thus, the IFS constitutes an extension of Zadeh's fuzzy set, which only assigns to each element a membership degree. Recently various applications of IFS to artificial intelligence have appeared -intuitionistic fuzzy expert systems, intuitionistic fuzzy neural networks, intuitionistic fuzzy decision making, intuitionistic fuzzy machine learning, intuitionistic fuzzy semantic representations.
The strength of relations as information models in knowledge based system derives from their fundamental ability to describe observed or predicted "connections", expressed as facts or rules, between selected objects of discourse. The use of fuzzy relations originated from the observation that real life objects can be related to each other to a certain degree (just like elements can belong to a fuzzy set to a certain degree); in this sense they are able to model vagueness. They are still intolerant of uncertainty, however, since there is no means of attributing reliability or confidence information to the membership degrees. Various frameworks have been developed to deal with this imperfection, amongst others. Here we will concentrate on the IF approach. A possible semantics for an IF relations taking inspiration from classical possibility theory was presented in [13] [14] . Basically, the idea is to treat an IF relation as an elastic restriction that allows us to discriminate between the more or less plausible values for a variable.
For instance, a statement like "John is old" does not allow us to infer John's exact age, yet provides some support in favor of the older ages (allowing that those ages are, to a given extent, possible for him), as well as negative evidence against the younger ones (expressing some certainty or necessity that those ages can't in fact be his). We model this observation by indicating how much the original condition "John is old" needs to be stretched in order for John's age to assume this particular value: we assign two separate [0, 1] valued degrees μ A (u) &  A (u) to every age u in the considered domain, the first one indicating the possibility that the john's age assumes this particular value and the second one reflecting our certainty that differ from the given value u. In classical possibility theory symmetry between the two indexes is imposed, however, in a sense that from knowledge it is impossible that john is 25 year old (μ(25)=0), we immediately derive that it is completely certain that he is not 25 i.e. (25) = 1), and more generally from μ(u)=  follows (u) = 1-. Taken together, the various degrees μ (u) give rise to a fuzzy http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ set. But what if we cannot be sure that the observer is fully credible?
In other words, we can have varying degrees of trust in an observer, ranging from unconditional in confidence to full creditworthiness, and we should be able to model that trust accordingly; which can be done conveniently by letting the certainty degree (u) range between 0 and 1-μ(u). This justifies the use of a more general intuitionistic fuzzy, rather than a fuzzy, relation as a model of describing observations.
III. PRELIMINARY
We present some basic preliminaries for the better understanding of our work.
A. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets
Let a set E be fixed. An IFS A in E is an object of the following form:
When  A (x) = 1 − μ A (x) for all x E is ordinary fuzzy set.
In addition, for each IFS A in E, if 
C. Intuitionistic fuzzy Tolerance Relation
An intuitionistic fuzzy relation R on the Cartesian product (X × X), is called: An intuitionistic fuzzy tolerance relation if R is reflexive and symmetric.
1) Reflexive
An IF relation R (X x Y) is said to be reflexive if x1, x2  X , μR (x,x) = 1
2) Symmetric
An IF relation R (X x Y) is said to be symmetric if x1, x2 X μR (x1, x2) = μR (x2, x1) and
D. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Database
As an intuitionistic fuzzy set is a generalization of fuzzy set, Buckles and Petry defined fuzzy database [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 
1) Definition 1
An intuitionistic fuzzy database is a set of relation where each pair of such relation R is a subset of the cross product:
is the power set of D i , here R is called the intuitionistic fuzzy database relation.
2) Definition 2
Let R  2 D1 × 2 D2 × ………2 Dm be an intuitionistic fuzzy database relation. An intuitionistic fuzzy tuple (with respect to R) is an element of R. In this section we present an application or a case that utilizes the intuitionistic fuzzy concept specially intuitionstic fuzzy relation.
Suppose, on a highway an accident has taken place and the accident spot is 15 km away from a check post where the information of all the vehicles that are passed by is recorded on a CCTV camera. Within seconds car driver along with the car fled the spot. Now the source of identification about the accused vehicle is the information given by an eye witness and the record of the vehicles that passed by the check post.
The information given by an eye witness is that the accused vehicle is "more or less full size, somewhat grayish http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ color, and somewhat similar to SUV type". Now the police match the provided information with the vehicles that passed by the check post within one hour of the accident took place and the resultant database is given by tables presented here. Now we constitute the IF tolerance relation of the attributes included in above database to reduce our suspicion domain.
As we know that the eye witness usually has lots of imprecision in their information and we have to consider this fact also.
Example if an eyewitness says it was a midsize car with membership degree 0.08 and non degree 0.02 means that he is 80% sure that this is a midsize car and 20% not sure about it. As the 80% is considerably high figure so we assume that car is mid-size with no hesitation. Now we ask about his understanding of an attribute like full-size and its similarity with others. According to him similarity between full size and midsize is with a degree of (0.8, 0.1) and hesitation as 0.1.
Similarly the similarity between midsize and compact car is (0.6, 0.4) with no hesitation. We can finally make Intuitionistic fuzzy tolerance relations based on the description provided by him and his understanding about the attributes of the vehicles. Next target is to find the accused vehicle which is according to the eyewitness is "more or less full size, somewhat grayish color, and somewhat similar to SUV type". We can translate this intuitionistic fuzzy query into relational algebra form: So from the result based on eyewitness information and checkpoint data it is concluded that two vehicle (UP-E09XY, UP-GH688) should be put under surveillance.
V. CONCLUSION This paper deals with the application of Intuitionistic fuzzy approach to find out ran away accuse of a car accident. Here we consider the information of an eye witness and constitute IF tolerance relation based on information provided.
It has been shown that how the use of IF tolerance relation and description about the vehicle which is finally translated into an IF query reduces the search domain.
